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Observation of an impact-parameter window in low-velocity ionizing collisions
of Ne1 on Ne proceeding through quasimolecular states

M. A. Abdallah,1,* W. Wolff,2 H. E. Wolf,2 C. L. Cocke,1 and M. Stöckli1
1J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

2Instituto de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
~Received 17 June 1998!

Target ionization in collisions of singly charged Ne1 ions with Ne has been investigated at projectile
velocities from 0.25 to 0.55 a.u. using electron and recoil momentum imaging techniques. The momentum
distributions of the ejected electrons were found to carry a distinct signature strongly suggesting that ionization
is taking place by successive promotions through molecular orbitals. The observed recoil transverse momen-
tum distributions are donut-shaped, indicating that single ionization is confined to a well-defined impact-
parameter window.@S1050-2947~98!50311-3#
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Ionization in ion-atom collisions at low to intermedia
velocities~0.1 to 1.5 a.u.! has been the subject of extensi
experimental and theoretical investigations for many ye
and a discussion of earlier results, including a comprehen
list of references, can be found in the recent article of Kra
et al. @1#. In particular, the so-called ‘‘saddle-point’’ mecha
nism, originally proposed by Olson@2#, has received much
attention. It predicted that at low projectile velocities t
electron might end up, in momentum space, at a point al
the internuclear axis, the ‘‘saddle-point,’’ where the forc
by the singly charged residual target ion and the reced
projectile compensate each other. In the case of a sin
charged projectile, this point would correspond to an elect
momentum ofVP/2, VP being the projectile velocity. An
experimental search for a ‘‘saddle-point’’ hump in electr
spectra proved elusive, however, with different groups
porting contradictory results.

At much lower projectile velocities, typically 0.05 a.u
and below, molecular promotion was proposed earlier to
the principal mechanism of ionization, and much theoreti
as well as experimental effort went into proving it~@3#, and
references therein!. However, this early work could not es
tablish, using the techniques then available, direct evide
to support the proposed molecular mechanism. As of l
this long sought-after direct experimental evidence
started to accumulate by employing momentum imag
techniques@4,5#. The structures recently observed in electr
momentum distributions from proton and helium ions on h
lium are currently interpreted as target ionization prece
by the temporary formation of molecular orbitals betwe
the incident projectile and the target. An electron is p
moted during the course of the collision into the continuu
by rotational coupling via a series of so-called ‘‘hidde
crossings’’ of molecular orbitals@6#. Eventually the quasi-
molecule breaks up due to the receding projectile, and
electron is left ‘‘stranded,’’ its final momentum distributio
carrying a distinct signature of the molecular orbital~MO! it
has occupied previous to rupture.

*Present address: Physics Division, ORNL, Oak Ridge,
37831-6377. Electronic address: abdallah@mail.phy.ornl.gov
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/3379~4!/$15.00
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The experimental technique, referred to as COLTRIM
~cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy! in the litera-
ture, that has made possible these insights into the me
nisms of low-velocity ionization has been described in so
detail in @5,7#. The present experiment was carried out at
J.R. Macdonald Laboratory at Kansas State University. T
target was a cold, supersonic Ne gas jet, intersected per
dicularly by the projectile beam. Electrons and target rec
ions were extracted from the collision region by an elect
field applied perpendicular to the both the incident beam
the gas jet, and detected in coincidence by position-sens
channel-plate detectors.

For the purpose of data analysis, the same coordinate
tem as that used in Refs.@5,4# was adopted: The inciden
beam defines theZ axis, theX axis is perpendicular to the
~parallel! planes of the electron and recoil detectors and p
allel to the extraction electric field, and theY axis coincides
with the axis of the target gas jet. TheY andZ components of
both recoil and electron momentum were directly deriv
from the impact positions on the respective detectors. T
recoil momentum’sX component was determined from th
recoil’s flight time, while theX component of the electron
momentum remained undetermined, since the electron si
served as start signal for measuring the recoil’s time of flig
The determination of all three components of the recoil m
mentum was crucial in the present context, since it allow
the selection of scattering planes and impact-parameter
dows as well as the separation of single from double ioni
tion events. The latter separation was accomplished by
mitting only those events for data analysis that correspon
to certain ranges of theZ component of the recoil momentum
~henceforth called the longitudinal component, orPr i),
which is directly related to theQ value of the reaction in-
volved.

The singling-out of a scattering plane, defined by theZ
axis ~the incident beam! and the direction of the emitted
recoil, was done by the selection of ranges of the transve
recoil momentum. We have generated distributions of
electron’sPeY andPeZ momentum components for two spe
cial recoil planes, theXZ plane, which lies perpendicular t
the electron detector plane, and theYZ plane, parallel to the
electron detector. The former plane produced a ‘‘sidevie
R3379 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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distribution; that is, the projection of the electron momentu
distribution onto a plane~the detector plane! perpendicular to
the scattering plane. The latter plane produced a ‘‘top-vie
distribution, which is the projection of the electron mome
tum distribution onto the scattering plane. As a first s
towards the selection of these two views, the recoil tra
verse momentumPr' (PrX ,PrY) distribution was generate
from the data. In a second step, gates were placed on
distribution. One gate~G1! selected recoils with small value
of PrX , i.e., recoils, which were essentially emitted in t
YZ plane and consequently produced ‘‘topview’’ electr
momentum distributions. A second gate~G2! selected recoils
with a small PrY , that is, recoils emitted in theXZ plane,
and produced ‘‘side-view’’ electron momentum distrib
tions.

In the present article we concentrate on recoil as wel
electron momentum distributions obtained for Ne1 ions col-
liding with Ne at projectile velocities of 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, a
0.55 a.u. Figures 1~a!–1~d! show the recoil (PrY ,Pr i) mo-
mentum distributions for all projectile velocities. Note th
the values ofPr i have been converted intoQ values using
the standard relationQ52VP(Pr i1Pei), wherePei stands
for the electron momentum component parallel to the be
~longitudinal component!. The small, low-intensity feature
visible close to (PrY ,Pr i)50 consists of random coinciden
events due to resonant electron capture to the ground s
Two distinguished features are visible in these distributio
The first can be identified by itsQ value to be due to single
ionization events. The second feature, well separated f
single ionization by its largerQ value, is associated with
simultaneous single ionization and excitation and with tar
and projectile ionization. Gates were placed on these spe
in order to select a range ofQ values corresponding to singl
ionization events only. Figures 1~e!–1~h! give the recoil
transverse momentum (Pr') distributions corresponding to
those gates. The appearance of donuts in these distribut
except at the highest velocity, points to the existence of w
defined impact-parameter windows in the ionizing collisio
studied here.

In Figs. 2~a!–2~d! we show top-view electron momentum
distributions corresponding to the G1 gates, whose ass
atedPr' values are given in the figure caption. The horizo
tal dashed line in each of these figures marksPeY50 ~the
beam axis!, while the two vertical dashed lines markPeZ
50 andPeZ5VP ~the target and projectile ‘‘position,’’ re-
spectively!. Note that all horizontal and vertical scales a
given in units ofVP ~where atomic units are used! to ease
comparison. In these distributions the recoil is emitted ve
cally upward along thePeZ50 line. Side-view distributions
not shown, showed only that the electrons are highly conc
trated in the collision plane, a fact that allows produci
meaningful top views from the experiment with only two
the three electron momentum components known.

The first three top-view distributions, Figs. 2~a!–2~c!,
generated by gates G1 on the respective donuts, striki
resemble the shape of the letter S or that of a spiral gala
consisting of two widely open branches or arms connecte
the center line through a short and narrow ridge. A notew
thy property of the two branches, most prominent at the lo
est velocity, is that they are flung out beyondPeZ50 ~the
upper branch! andPeZ5VP ~the lower branch!. As one goes
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from lower to higher projectile velocities the S shape appe
to rotate into a more upright position, the upper branch ga
in intensity compared to the lower branch, and the wh
electron distribution becomes increasingly more confined
side the ‘‘velocity window’’ defined byPeZ50 and PeZ
5VP .

Another interesting fact about these topview electron d
tributions is the presence of a ridge sitting on the beam a
while the opposite, a valley or nodal line, has been obser
previously in the (H1, He1)-He systems. A more detaile
view of this ridge can be gained by projecting thin slices c
out of the top-view electron distributions along and across~at
PeZ5VP/2) the PeY50 line onto thePeZ and thePeY axis

FIG. 1. Recoil momentum distributions from ionizing collision
from Ne1 incident on Ne for projectile velocities of~from top to
bottom! 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55 a.u. The first column of figu
@~a!–~d!# showsPrY , one of the transverse momentum componen
versus the longitudinal momentumPr i transformed intoQ values,
while the second column of figures@~e!–~h!# shows the recoil trans-
verse momentum distributions.
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FIG. 2. ‘‘Top view’’ ~in-plane! electron mo-
mentum distributions, proceeding from the to
row to the bottom one, forVP50.25, 0.35, 0.45
and 0.55 a.u.~a!–~d! as well as thin slices cut ou
of these distributions along~e!–~h! and across
~i!–~m!, the beam axis~the horizontal dashed
line!, and projected onto the horizontal and ver
cal axis, respectively. Both horizontal and ver
cal axes of the topviews are given in units ofVP

~where atomic units are used!. The top views cor-
respond to recoil transverse momentum windo
centered aroundPr'548 a.u. forVP50.25 a.u.,
26.5 a.u. forVP50.35 a.u, 15 a.u. forVP50.45
a.u, and 8 a.u. forVP50.55 a.u. andPr i centered
on single ionization.
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~‘‘horizontal’’ and ‘‘vertical’’ slices!. This is done in Figs.
2~e!–2~h! and Figs. 2~i!–2~m!, respectively. In the horizonta
slices the ridge appears as a broad distribution roughly c
tered aroundPeZ5VP/2. The vertical slices reveal that from
0.25 to 0.45 a.u. the ridge is a very narrow, spikelike featu
most prominent at 0.45 a.u. Lateral structures are cause
the branches intruding into these vertical slices.

At 0.55 a.u., a different picture begins to emerge. T
lower branch has almost disappeared and the upper br
has lost intensity as well and appears more curved. Elect
are now seen to concentrate in a broad feature, occupying
space betweenPeZ50 and PeZ5VP and being displaced
from the center line into the upper half of the scatteri
plane. In fact, most of the electron distribution is now l
cated in the upper half of that plane. The vertical slice
flects this new feature. The ridge observed at lower veloci
has given way to a broader distribution centered aro
PeY50.

It is instructive to compare the results obtained for th
collision systems investigated to date, H1 and He1 on He
and Ne1 on Ne. The two-finger or double-wing feature o
served in the top-view electron distributions in H1 and He1

on He is replaced in the Ne case by two spiral arms ema
ing from the target and the projectile ‘‘position’’ into oppo
site directions. Qualitatively these features are very sim
and are presumably of the same origin; i.e., carry the sig
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ture of the final molecular orbit the electron occupied prior
rupture of the dynamic quasimolecule. For the purpose
comparison, we show side by side in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! the
0.45-a.u. Ne1-Ne electron top-view distribution and a se
lected ~around Pr'57 a.u.! top-view distribution from
He1-He, atVP50.9 a.u. The similarity between the wings
He1-He and the spiral arms in Ne1-Ne is obvious. How-
ever, the orientation of the branches appears reversed. In
Ne1-Ne case the branch anchored at the target posi
points upwards, while its counterpart in the He1-He system
points downwards. The opposite holds true for the project
anchored branches. In addition, the He1-He double-wing
feature is confined, in velocity space, between target
projectile, while the Ne1-Ne branches are much wider, ex
tending beyond both target (PeZ,0) and projectile (PeZ

.VP).
Another qualitative difference between the two distrib

tions of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! is the presence of a central ridg
in Ne1-Ne as opposed to a nodal line in He1-He. This can
be seen more clearly by comparing projected slices, F
3~c!–3~f!. The ‘‘horizontal’’ slice from He1-He @Fig. 3~d!#
reveals the presence of higher intensity both close to
target and the projectile, while the ‘‘vertical’’ slice@Fig. 3~f!#
shows the accentuated nodal line between the two branc
Conceivably the central ridge occupying the moment
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FIG. 3. ‘‘Top-view’’ electron momentum dis-
tributions from ~a! Ne1 on Ne atVP50.45 a.u.
and Pr'515 a.u. and~b! He1 on He at VP

50.9 a.u. andPr'57 a.u. As in Fig. 2 thin slices
were cut out of these distributions along~c!, ~d!
and across~e!, ~f! the beam axis, and projecte
onto the horizontal and vertical axes, respe
tively.
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space between target and projectile in Ne1-Ne also carries
the signature of a promoted molecular orbital.

A final remarkable distinction between the collision sy
tems consists in the appearance of a donut in the recoil tr
verse momentum distributions in Ne1-Ne. The donuts signa
that single target ionization is taking place within a narro
range of impact parameters. From the donut radii, redu
scattering angles were extracted whose values were foun
be close to those reported by@3#, suggesting the existence o
a ‘‘critical promotion radius,’’ probably related to the 4f su
MO . A possible explanation for the existence of an impa
parameter window for Ne1 on Ne, which was absent forp
and He ions on He, can be found in the calculations
Brenot et al. @3#. The molecular orbital which is a likely
candidate for promoting an electron into the continuu
4 fsu , exhibits a steep slope with decreasing internucl
separationR. In addition, their calculations revealed a tig
bunching of potential-energy curves and crossings withi
narrow range ofR, at around 1.6 a.u., out of which th
steeply rising 4f su MO emerges. This then would be th
cause of the well-defined upper limit~the inner radius of the
transverse recoil momentum donut! for the impact paramete
leading to ionization through molecular promotion. T
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lower limit ~the donut’s outer radius! is caused by the onse
of target and projectile excitation and/or double ionization
fact that was already apparent from the recoil (PrY ,Pr i) dis-
tributions of Figs. 1~a!–1~d!.

In conclusion we have presented results from Ne1 collid-
ing with Ne, exhibiting different features and thus providin
a timely contribution to augment our still incomplete know
edge about low-velocity ionization processes. The elect
momentum images presented here show clear qualitative
ferences between ionizing cases where~a! p-structure from
rotational coupling and~b! s-structure where radial coupling
is likely to dominate. The former has no impact parame
threshold, while the latter does, as evident from the don
presently observed in the recoil transverse momentum di
butions. We attribute this behavior to 4f su MO promotion.
Furthermore, the electron momentum spectra seen for
case, presmuably displaying signatures of the promoted
bital, differ dramatically from those seen previously
rotational-coupling-dominated cases.
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